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What's November to most of us is Dinovember for the Tuma family and their fans across the globe.!
!

!
Each night for the entire month, the Tumas' herd of molded-plastic dinosaurs wreak havoc in their 
Kansas City, Mo., house after the four children go to bed. The vandals dump cereal boxes and 
devour eggs. They fry bacon and go fishing in the family's aquarium. They spin from the ceiling fan, 
zipline across the dining room and spray graffiti on the walls.!!
The first year, the Tumas shared the dinosaurs' exploits with Facebook friends and family 
(including Refe Tuma's father, Rick, an illustrator at the Chicago Tribune). Last year, the Tumas 
posted a piece called "Welcome to Dinovember" to medium.com. In 48 hours it was read by more 
than 2 million people. The Washington Post, Wall Street Journal, Huffington Post and Metro UK 
wrote about the phenomenon.!!
As of now, the Tumas have received more than 6,000 messages and photos of adults staging 
copycat crimes and capers. Dinos have made pasta in Italy, tended bar in New York and built Lego 
cities in Switzerland.!!
One London mother took the concept to a therapeutic level for her son, diagnosed on the autism 
spectrum. The scenes she staged coaxed him to talk about the dinosaurs' social interaction and to 
imagine their thoughts and feelings.!!
The Tumas' children, now ages 7, 6, 3 and 1, show no signs of flagging interest, although the 
oldest by now knows who's behind the shenanigans.!!
"At its heart," he said, "Dinovember is a celebration of imagination."!!!
http://www.knoxnews.com/knoxville/life/dinovember-family-fun-sparks-toy-dinosaur-antics-social-
media-and-a-book_75424859!!!
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Questions on TV advert!!
1. What does the little boy have?  !
2. List 3 things they do together. !
3. What does his toy/pet realise is missing from life?  !
4. What changes at the end of the advert?  !
5. What message does the advert give us?  !
6. How did you feel watching the advert?  !
7. Why do you think you felt this way?!!!!!
Questions on news article!!
Read the news article and answer the questions: !!
1. Name 3 things the dinosaurs have done during the night. !
2. How did the family first share their idea?  !
3. How quickly did the idea go viral?  !
4. What do the family’s children think?  !
5. How is the idea helping the autistic child?  !
6. What is the main idea behind Dinovember?!!!
Find words in the text to match the definitions.!!
1. treating an illness!
2. persuade someone to gradually do something!
3. someone who damages other people’s property!
4. imitation of another!
5. to cause lots of trouble!
6. stopping!
7. bold or daring actions!
8. something which happens which we cant explain!
9. silly behaviour!
10. eat quickly!!!!!


